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TAGORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
VASANT VIHAR
SYLLABUS FOR KG (2019-20)
Month

APRIL/MAY
VALUE
-Caring for our
feathered
friends

Language
Development

Games
-Whisper A Word
-Sun and Shade
Picture Talk
Summer Season
Discussion on
-summer season

LIFE SKILLS
-Filling their
water bottles

Reading of:
-Identification of
HEALTH AND letters Aa-Zz
WELLNESS- ‘a’ vowel words:
ACTIVITIES
ab, ad, ag,
-Wash hands
am,an,ap,at words
before eating
E.g. bat, jam, pan,
-Drinking clean cap
water
-Sight words
E.g. tell, drink
Introduction to
‘s’ and ‘r’ blends
E.g.swim, skip, frog,
green

Cognitive
Development

Social and Emotional
Development

Physical
Development

Numbers
-Oral recognition
of numbers 1-10
with number
value

Stories:
-The Sun’s Challenge
-Squiggly goes to
school
-Little Red Riding Hood
-The Cap seller and
the Monkeys
-Batuni Kachua

Gross Motor
Skills
-Water play
-Skating
-Play Area
-Playing with the
ball
-Clapping Game

Comparison
-Left/Right
Pre number
Concept
-Big/Small

Shape
-Circle

Fine Motor
Rhymes
Skills
- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5...
-Playing with
-How does the corn go blocks
-This lovely sun
-Rangometry
-Garmi aayi
-Slates
-Aam phalo ka raja
-Math-o-mat
hai
Flora and Fauna
-Discussion on
Sunflower

Written work
-Numbers: 1-10

Celebrations
-Rabindranath

Aesthetic and
Creative
Development
Art and Craft
Colouring of
-Mango
-Balloon
Making of
-Sun
-Ice-cream
-Watermelon
-Fan
Music
Miss Poly Had A
Dolly
Head and
Shoulder’s knees
and Toes

Knowledge and
Appreciation of
the Environment
Healthy Habits
-Discussion on
basic hygiene
-Worksheets

Experiential
Learning
-Visit to the Park
(Naturalistic
Intelligence )

Early
Experiences
in Science
and
Technology
Experiments
-Defrosting
science
investigation
-Making of
curd

Non-Flame
Cooking
-Lemon and
mint crush
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Writing of
-Letters

JULY
VALUE
Helping plants
grow
LIFE SKILLS
Handling
books
independently

Vocabulary
- shade, sweat, thirst,
quench, melt,
favourite, tidy
Game
-Missing Words
-Simon Says
I Speak
Uses of Water
-Discussion on uses
of water for:
- cleaning
- drinking
- providing a home for
animals and plants
Reading of
- ‘o’ vowel words:
ob,od,og,op,ot,ox
words
E.g. cot, mob
-Sight words
E.g..after, jump
- Introduction to ‘l’
blends and ‘ee’ words
E.g. play, flag, wheel,
bee

Workbook
-New Learning
Composite
Mathematics

Tagore’s Birthday
-Earth day

Numbers
- Oral recognition
of numbers 1120 with number
value
- One more than
the given number
[1-20]

Stories:
-Little Cloud
-The Golden Axe
-The Rainbow Fish
-Chatur khargosh

Pre number
Concept
-More/Less

Rhymes:
- How many colours
- Insy-winsy spider
- Rain on the rooftop
- Meri pyaari kaali billi
- Varshaa aai

Comparison
-On/under
-Before/After
Shape
-Square
Written work
-Numbers: 11-20
Workbook
-New Learning
Composite
Mathematics

Flora and Fauna
- Discussion on Water
Lily

Gross Motor
Skills
-Water play
-Skating
-Play Area
-Jumping while
holding an object
- Throw and
Catch (Ball)

Art and Craft
Colouring
-Umbrella
-Raincoat
-Frog

Fine Motor
Skills
-Puzzles
-Playing with
blocks
-Rangometry
-Beading
-Clay

Free Hand
Drawings

Making of
-Rainbows
-Fish
-Clouds

Water Bodies
Discussion on:
- Lake
- River
- Stream
- Sea
Fun with water
- Making bubbles,
splashing

Music
Yankee Doodle
went to town
London Bridge

Experiential
Learning
-Looking for
puddles and
snails

Experiments
-Water is
colourless
-Ocean
Bottles
-Will it absorb
water?
-Will it
dissolve?

Non- Flame
Cooking
Tang-alicious
-
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Reader
Sam the Fat Cat
Writing of - ‘a’ vowel words
Vocabulary
- mint, earthworm,
slug, puddle, web,
dissolve, splash
(Linguistic
Intelligence )
AUGUST
VALUE
Caring for
animals

Game
-The Dog and the
Bone
-Froggy Froggy
I Speak

LIFE SKILLS
Walking in a
line while
going for
activities
outside the
class

Reading of
- ‘i’ vowel words:
ib, id, ig, im, in, ip, it
words
E.g. bin, sit, tip
-Sight words
E.g.: said, draw
-Introduction to
‘or’, ‘oo’ words:
E.g.: corn, sort,
moon, room
Reader
Sam the Fat Cat

Numbers
- Oral recognition
of numbers 21-30
with number
value
-One more than
the given number
[1-30]
(Logical
Intelligence )

Pre number
Concept
-Tall/Short
Comparison
-Inside /outside
Shape
-Rectangle

Stories:
-Pete the Cat
-Small piglet looks for
mommy
-The Three Little Pigs
-Sher aur chuha
Rhymes:
-Manners
-Three little kittens
-5 Naughty monkeys
-Tuk-Tuk karta
kachua
-Ek billi hamari
Flora and Fauna
- Discussion on Lotus

Gross Motor
Skills
-Water play.
-Skating
-Play Area
-Balancing
-Running
Fine Motor
Skills
-Rangometry
- Use of scissors
-Stacking of
Blocks
-Beading
-Slates
-Clay

Art and Craft
Making of
-Kites
-Pig mask
-Rakhis
-Dog
Colouring
-Giraffe
Free hand
Drawings

Animals
Discussion on
-sounds of
animals
-homes of
animals
-animals and their
young ones
-eating habits
-services and
things provided
by animals

Experiments
-Tracing a
shadow
-Taste and
Tell [sweet
and sour]
-Why do
objects fall?

Music
If you’re happy and
you know
Row your boat

Experiential
Non Flame
Learning
cooking
-Trip to Deer Park - Rainbow
Sandwiches
(using
colours of the
rainbow)
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SEPTEMBER

Writing of - ‘o’ vowel words

Written work
-Numbers: 21-30

Vocabulary
-tusk, barn, stripes,
fleece, colt, rooster
wriggle, chirp

Workbook
-New Learning
Composite
Mathematics

Game
-Fire on the Mountain

Numbers
- Oral recognition
of numbers 31-40
with number
value.
-One more than
the given number
[1-40]

VALUE
-Keeping one’s I Speak
surroundings
clean
Reading of
- ‘u’ vowel words:
LIFE SKILLS
ub, ud, ug, um, un, ut
Tidying up
words
after snack
- E.g. bud, cup.
time
- Sight words
Eg: does, have
- Introduction to - ‘ch’
and ‘sh’ words
- E.g.: shop, shape,
chin, match

Pre number
Concept
-Heavy/Light

Reader
Sam the Fat Cat

Comparison
-Top/Bottom

Writing :
- ‘i’ vowel words

Shape
-Triangle

Vocabulary
-hay, farmer, tiny,
creeper, climber,
mould

Written work
-Numbers: 31-40
Workbook
- New Learning

Stories:
-The Tiny Seed
-The Giving Tree
-Jack and the Bean
stalk
-Ghamandi ped
Rhymes:
-Knock at the door
-Found a peanut
-Little seed
-Farmer plants the
seeds
-Chana kisne boya
Flora and Fauna
- Discussion on Shoe
flower [Hibiscus]

Gross Motor
Skills
-Skating
- Play Area
- Water play
- Hopping
( Kinesthetic
Intelligence )

Art and Craft
Colouring
-Farm Scene
Making of
-seed
- apple
- tree
Free hand
Drawings

Fine Motor
Skills
-Rangometry
-Use of scissors
-Playing with
Blocks
-Slates
-Clay

Music
Ten little Soldiers /
Every one Belongs

Caring for
Plants
Discussion on
-parts of a plant
-growth of a plant
-types [trees,
shrubs etc...]
Importance of
plants and trees
in our lives
Experiential
Learning
-Visit to Mother
Dairy

Experiments
-Growing a
plant
-Growing a
mould [stale
bread]
-Touch and
Tell [textures]

Non Flame
cooking
- Cheesy
Canapés
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Composite
Mathematics
OCTOBER
VALUE
Sharing
-Conversation
on
-sharing one’s
belongings
LIFE SKILLS
Keeping toys
and books in
their proper
place

Game
-Four Corners
I Speak
Reading of
-‘e’ vowel words:
-eb,ed,eg,en,et
words
E.g. bet, red, leg
- Sight words
E.g. down, both
- Introduction to
-th-this, that
-th-think, thank
qu-quick, quilt
Reader
Sam the Fat Cat
Writing of
-‘u’ vowel words
Vocabulary
-rescue, tug, street,
lane, oar, port

NOVEMBER

Hindi:
- Introduction to
akshars
Game
- Treasure Hunt

Numbers
- Oral recognition
of numbers 41-50
with number
value
-One more than
the given number
[1-50]
Pre number
Concept
-Long/ Short
Comparison
-Full/Empty
Shape
-Oval

Stories
-The liilte engine that
could
-Budgie to the rescue
-The green tractor
- -Rohan ki sair
Rhymes:
-Row row
-Aeroplane
-Wheels on the bus
-Mannu bhai
Flora and Fauna
- Discussion on Zenia

Gross Motor
Art and Crafts
Skills
Colouring
-Skating
-Car
- Fun race
- Flat race
-Walking along a
zigzag path
Making of
-aeroplane
Fine Motor
- traffic light
Skills
- name train
-Use of scissors - lanterns
-Playing with
blocks
Free hand
-Slates
Drawings
-Clay

Written work
-Numbers: 41-50

Experiential
Learning
-Picnic

Experiments
-Mixing
of
colours
-Water glass
music
Non Flame
cooking
Crunchy
chaat
(Interperson
al
Intelligence )

Music
Wheels of the Bus

Workbook
- New Learning
Composite
Mathematics

Numbers
-Revision of

Transport and
Safety
Conversation on
-modes of
transport [air,
water , rail and
road]
-traffic rules
-airport
-railway station
-harbour

Stories:
- The Gingerbread

Gross Motor
Skill

Art and Crafts
Colouring

Eating Right
Discussion on

Experiments
- Shake and
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VALUE
Discussion on
eating meals
together

LIFE SKILLS
Learning to tie
laces

I Speak
Reading of
- Simple sentences
E.g. This is a mat.
-Sight words
E.g. show, goes
- Introduction to ‘ng’
and ‘ou’ words
E.g. king, round
Reader
- Sam the Fat Cat
Writing :
- ‘e’ vowel words
Vocabulary
-porridge, thorn,
rhinoceros, shrink,
nibble

numbers 1-50
-Single digit
addition
Pre number
Concept
-Many/Few
Comparison
-Thick/Thin
Shape
-Semicircle
Written work
-Single digit
addition
Workbook
- New Learning
Composite
Mathematics

Man
-Magic porridge pot
-Who has eaten the
garden
- Angoor Khatte Hain

- Jumping from a
height
-Play Area
-Kicking a ball
- Skating

Rhymes:
- Apples
- Green vegetables
- Pat-a–cake
- Watch your nails
- Aloo bola
- Aha tamatar
(Musical
Intelligence )

Fine Motor Skill
-Playing with
Blocks
-Use of scissors
-Slates
-Clay

-strawberries
Making of
-vegetables
Painting
-Gingerbread man
Free hand
Drawings
Music
Do Re Mi – Song

- importance of
food
- healthy / junk
food
- sources of food
- mealtimes
- eating etiquette
Experiential
Learning
-Visiting The
School Cafeteria

rattle game
- Looking
through a
magnifying
glass
- Fan and
Roll

Non Flame
cooking
-Fruit bites

Flora & Fauna
- Discussion on Rose

Hindi
- Reading of akshars
and shabd
- Writing of akshars
DECEMBER
VALUE
Caring for our
planet Earth

Game
-Oranges and
Lemons

Numbers
-Single digit
addition
-Number names:
one to five
Comparison

Stories:
-The Grouchy
Ladybug
-Papa Please get the
Moon for me
-Roaring Rockets

Gross Motor
Skills
-Skating
-Play Area
-Balancing
-Hopping

Art and Craft
Making of
-rockets
-Santa Claus
-Christmas bells
- stockings

Outer Space
Discussion on
-Sun
-Solar system
-Astronauts
-Space suits
-Satellites

Experiments
-Effects of the
Sun
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-Near/ Far

LIFE SKILLS
Wearing socks
and shoes on
one’s own

Written work
-Single digit
addition

Rhymes :
-Star light star bright
-Mr Moon
-Chanda mama
Flora and Fauna
-Discussion on Aster

I Speak
(Verbal
Intelligence )
Reading of
-Simple sentences
-Sight words
E.g. mother, father
-Introduction to
– long ‘a’ and ‘i’
words
E.g. hide, plate
Reader
Sam the Fat Cat
Writing of
-Simple sentences
using ‘this’
Vocabulary
-imagine, tiptoe,
sleigh, grouchy,
ladder
Hindi:
- Reading of akshars

Workbook
-New Learning
Composite
Mathematics

Fine Motor
Skills
- Playing with
Blocks
- Rangometry
- Use of scissors
- Slates
-Clay

Free hand
Drawingss
Music
Jingle Bells

Experiential
Learning
- Visit to the post
office

-Travelling of
Sound
Non Flame
cooking
-Cakes &
Shapes
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and shabd
- Writing of akshars
JANUARY
VALUE
Respecting
people who
help us

Game
-I sent a Letter
I Speak
Reading of
-Simple sentences
Writing of
-Simple sentences
using ‘this ’and ‘that’

LIFE SKILLS
Arranging the
class furniture
properly

Reader
Sam the Fat Cat

Numbers
-Single digit
subtraction
-Number names:
six-ten

Stories:
-Elves and the
shoemaker
-Whose hands are
these
-ekta mein bal

Written work
-Numbers 1-50
-Single digit
addition

Rhymes:
-Miss Polly had a
dolly
-Let’s be a postman
-Cobbler cobbler
-Dhobi aaya

Workbook
-New Learning
Composite
Mathematics

Vocabulary
-cobbler, filter, mend,
laundry, stethoscope,
absorb

VALUE
Making new
friends

Game
-Mr. Broom has an
Eye
I Speak
New Class

Fine Motor
Skills
- Playing with
Blocks
- Rangometry
- Use of scissors
- Slates
-Clay

Art and Craft
Making of
- Snowman
Free hand
Drawings
(Spatial
Intelligence )

Community
Helpers
Discussion on
-doctor
-nurse
-pilot
-teacher
-gardener
-postman
-cobbler etc

Experiments
-Absorption
of water
-Filtering of
water

Experiential
Learning
-Expressions
-Picnic

Experiments
-Nature
necklace
-Plants need
water
-Drying of
leaves and

Music
Ding Dong Bell

Flora and Fauna
- Discussion on
Chrysanthemums

Hindi:
- Reading of akshars
and shabd
- Writing of akshars
FEBRUARY/
MARCH

Gross Motor
Skills
-Skating
-Play Area
-Running
-Hopscotch

Numbers
-Single digit
addition and
subtraction
-Revision of
number names:
one-ten

Stories:
-The Greedy Bee
-The Smiling Flower
-Koyal ki Kahani
Rhymes:
-Sing a song of six

Gross Motor
Skills
- Skating
- Hopscotch
-Jumping
-Balancing

Art and Craft
Colouring
-birds
Making of
-tulips
-folders
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LIFE SKILLS
Learning to
button clothes

Conversation on
-going to the new
class
Reading of
-Sentences using
blends and sight
words
Reader
Sam the Fat Cat
Writing of
Sentences
Vocabulary
-stalk, petal, nature,
spring, autumn,
greedy
Hindi:
- Reading of akshars
and shabd
- Writing of akshars

Written work
-Revision of
numbers 1-50
-Single digit
addition
Workbook
-New Learning
Composite
Mathematics

pence
-Out in the garden
-Paanch choti chidiya
-Choo-Choo
Flora and Fauna
- Discussion on
Dahlias

Fine Motor
Skills
- Playing with
Blocks
- Rangometry
- Use of scissors
- Slates
-Clay

-trees
Painting of flowers
Freehand
Drawingss
Music
Revision of all the
Songs with
actions

(Naturalistic
Intelligence )

flowers
-Comparing
different
feathers

